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erforming arts history is marked by an ancient, profound tensionwhich is assuminggrowing importance
in the realm of new representationaltechnologies,namely the
tensionbetweenseeingandacting,or betweenviewing anddoing
(theasthai= see -> theater; dran = do -> drama).New participatory, immersivelive art forms are emergingat the dividing line
betweenthese two states.Whether they comply with existing
definitions of theateris debatable,and closely hinged on how
the “doing/ viewing” componentsare gauged,althoughpedantic comparisonwith existing categoriesof spectacleis of limited value when dealing with unprecedentedperceptua1arenas.
Irrespectiveof how new performing arts end up being designatedand categorized,the real task at hand is recognition and
creative exploitation of nascent representational systems
(repruesentarein Latin meaning to “make present”) in situations involving live action and actors.

WHEN THE EYES NO LONGER HAVE IT
Harbingers of new technologiesannouncemore or less
virtual feastsof the senseswhich sollicit sight, audition, haptics,
andkinesthesia.Longstandingwesterntheatertraditions,where
stagedvisions and verbal renditions are essentiallybasedon a
literary startingpoint, arethuschallengedby radically new ways
of building and communicatingmultisensoryworks. Given the
vertiginouspossibilitiesopenedup by new representational
technologies,attemptsto resuscitateaestheticprinciples from obsolete performing art forms are to a certain extent useful and understandable.
A majorpitfall, however,is that over-zealous,overhasty appropriationof defunct models exhumed as stock formulae leadsto neglectof other models which, while not as obvious or readily transposable,may point the way to richer, more
meaningful lines of experimentation.
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An instanceof sadly shallow recuperationof bygone theater practice can be seenin attempts to move historically up
stream of cerebral, script-baseddrama in order to rediscover
archaic,immersive traditions. One can chooseto read the past
two thousand years of performing arts history as a process
whereby the public undergoesan insidious “passivation”, via
increasinglyvisually-focussedstageconfigurations which end
up trapping the spectatorin the seat providing the best view.
This processwas launched within a period of just a few decades:Greek spectator-communicantsunited around the altar
(thymeZe)actively participated in rituals officiated by the
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Dionysiacpriest until emergenceof theprotagonistor first hypocrite (hypuktites = actor), followed by the deuteragonistunder
Aeschylus, then the tritagonist under Sophocles.As the growing troupe of actorstook over the dialogue,the public was held
increasingly aloof, and condemnedto live the celebrationsby
proxy. This gradual separationwas of coursetightly enmeshed
with the construction of a physical amphitheater,and the constitution of formal dramaticliterature.Theaterarchitectureswere
gradually configured and solidified to promote this aesthetic,
the epitome being reached with the late 16th century Italian
prosceniumarch stagedesignedto ensurespectacularillusions,
although only the ideally placed Princereally got to enjoy them
(his courtesanshad to make do with skewed,anamorphicperspectives).Subsequentreforms until the late 19th century, including naturalist “slice of life” or “fourth wall” stagings,where
physical objects and sets replaced previously painted objects
and sets,perpetratedthe principle of the self-containedstage,
viewed at a respectful distancefrom beyond the footlights (the
French equivalent for this term, la rumpe - which also designates a launch platform - is more open, and loosely usable to
signify the vital zone separatingviewer and doer).
In their desire to create works which go beyond conventional theatrical emphasis on “viewing”, a number of artists
using new representationaltechnologieshave sought out forgotten models which emphasize“doing”. Eureka ! Overnight
Hellenist convertshave beenilluminated by the Dionysiac rituals and phallophoric processionsof archaic Greece(participatory aestheticswhich likewise fired Nietzsche’sand Wagner’s
enthusiasm).Yet those who adopt such models wholesale and
pretendthat the alternative to over-sophisticateddramatic narrative is pristine neo-bacchanalfrenzy are definitely barking
up the wrong tree.
Notions of participation and immersion in early Greece
are indissociable from a culture where the notion of the individual is still embryonic. Archaic man, with his loose, labile
identity, probably threw himself whole-heartedly into collective celebrations, as a fragmented being readily dissolved by
the mass. Immersion in hecatombs and Eleusinian mysteries
doubtlessallowed him to affirm his identity as part of society.
The Greeks of pre-classicaltimes did not have the integrity of
their contemporarycounterparts(integrity here meaning totality). Their intellects had not been cast by the “cogito” which
has molded the mindset of the modern individual ever since
Descartes.Our ideas of independenceand liberty of movement
were unknown to them, mere playthings in the handsof a pantheon of malicious gods.They masteredneither their destinies
nor their acts, whether free men or slaves (Paul Feyerabend’s
Against Method provides a superbanalysisof this situation). It
took painstaking centuries thereafter to build the autonomous
individual of modem times, who had to relinquish divine medieval order in order to emergeas a thinking humanist,draw up
civil codesand human rights to claim for social enlightenment,
vie for imaginative and intuitive supremacyto burst forth as an
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impassionedromantic, etc. For thesereasonsand many more, it
simply does not make senseto pretend that new technologies
will miraculously allow us to recover and rediscover pure, untrammeled, archaic sensibilities. Immersive and participatory
aestheticsof twenty-five centuriesago are no longer accessible
to us. On the other hand, by comparing sociocultural contexts
and aestheticsat a little depth, we can glean valuable insight
into the functioning of presentand nascentart forms.
MOSAIC

IDENTITIES

AND SHARED SELVES

One of the most revolutionary features of today’s
immersive technologieslies precisely in their breakdown of individual integrity and holism, due to the implementation of
mosaic,interchangeableforms of existence,and shareablephysical and sensoryexperience,Borrowed or fragmentedidentities
can be subtly generatedand communicated by intimate interface appealto eyesand ears,inner earsand touch. Cogito-hardened individuals steeled by materialism and determinism are
thus subjectedto a kind of psychophysical dismembering or
cleavage.To underestimateobduracy of the modem identity in
this situation is just as foolish as to ignore malleability of the
archaic Greek identity. The more so in that the interstices between familiar, supposedly constant selves and momentarily
adopted,foreign experiencesseemto harbor powerful potential
forms of theatricality.
For example, many virtual environments engendera singular situation of self-voyeurism,by reflecting a splintered mirror image of the actor/ enactor who penetratesthem. In numerous immersive worlds, one’s deambulationsare facilitated by
an iconic representation,initially and often still just of the hand,
but sometimesof the entire body. From NASA wireframe butterfingers of the pioneering era, current trends are moving towardsgripping, fully-fledged 3D clones, which may be reahstitally individualized using data phagocytedby scanning the actual subject.Relationswith one’s clone differ substantiallyfrom
relations with a standardmirror image, insofar as the former is
viewed as an effector, an operative incarnation within the virtual world. Hence. a fundamentalgap or discrepancy,a differencein kind, alienatesthe human subject from his or her agent.
Moreover,clonescan be multiplied, madeto meet, set into competition, granted different levels of adaptive intehigence and
behavioralautonomy.They are imbued with a quality of othernesswhich withholds as much latentdramaas the actor estranged
by the stage(performancespaceBauhiusler Oskar Schlemmer
aptly described as “enchanted”). The split, mosaic selves induced by immersive technologiesthus bring about an uncanny
shift and refocus in the traditional actor/ spectatorrelationship.
To tax systemsof this kind as narcissistic is to miss the
point: self-projectionand identification to varying degreeshave
always influenced spectatorgaze. What really merits attention
is the questionof inherenttheatricality of such representations:
if the crux of live spectacleis the actor/ spectatorrelationship,
i.e. the vital tension between viewer and doer, to what extent

can these new immersive realms be said to institute such dramatic tension, albeit through cloned doubles?Another key issue is how much importance should be attachedto virtuosity of
the projected actor/ enactors:are casualdeambulationsthrough
a virtual environment sufftciently enthralling to maintain subject involvement, and if not, how can dramatic interest be enhanced ? A more challenging environment will theoretically
elicit a higher performancelevel, and therebyheightentension,
but there are numerousways of enriching virtual environments.
Unfortunately, recourseto literary models on the one hand, and
gamemodels on the other, has so far tendedto dominatevirtual
performanceexperimentation.Artists of the “story-telling” persuasionhavebusily built up complexarborescentscenariosbased
on interactionswith other charactersor environmentalfeaturespurebred virtual chimera or clones of fellow human players.
But these narrative webs generally wear thin fast, and their laboriously calculated “nodes”or turning points quickly become
too obvious (then again,most contemporaryendeavorsin interactive literature still pall by comparison with Raymond
Queneau’sErercices de s@leand other Ouiipo undertakings).
Artists who opt for the “game” mode keep subjectsin their virtual environments engrossedby exploiting the good old teleological will to win, an emotion quite distinct from thoseat work
in the performing arts.

ficity of spaceswrought with respectively linear and circular
forms. Exploration of immersiveminimalist environmentsbearing distinctive geometric or material features might enhance
our apprehensionof virtual worlds, and help us learn how the
body respondsto different speciesof spaces.
Other approachesbent on communicating new categories
of performancespacehavebeenformulated by artistsconcerned
with the primacy of physical sensation such as Swiss Emile
Jacques-Dalcroze
andAustrian Rudolf Von Laban.Through their
theoreticaland practicalundertakings(Dalcrozian “Rhythmics”
and Laban’s “Choreutics”), they predict bodiIy mediation to
produce moving architectures,manifest through the play and
interplayof constantlyevolving, fictive weightsand spaces.They
prone new types of experience of the space and time worlds
generatedthrough live art, anchoredat least as much in kinesthetic and rhythmic bodily sensationas in ocular enjoyment.
Virtual dancespacesare explored by bodies that “see”with every pore accordingto exploratorymodesthat seemto offer richer
and more novel forms of immersive enjoyment than pseudonarrativestructureswith more or lessenticing, more or lessconvincing scenarios.
The above-mentionedexamples come from relatively recent western traditions, but countlesscultures proposelive art
forms basedon experienceof symbolic spaces,and on interactions between different registers of existence. Staying within
the context of formal theater,for example, the Japanesetradition of “mugen”or fantasmalNoh, which datesback to Zeami,
is based on interplay between an unworldly protagonist (a
fantom, divinity or demon)and the humancharactersin the play.
Apparitional Noh finely orchestratestensionsbetweenthesetwo
planesof existence,with subtle acoustic signals enhancingthe
visual clues.This timeworn art might well inspire designersof
virtual apparitionswhich are supposedto interact with the human explorers of immersive environments, thus playing on
multiple registersof presence.

Strangely enough, theselines of researchdodge or ignore
one of the most significant featuresof new representationaltechnologies, and one which might conceivably serve as a starting
point for truly innovative live art forms, This feature is the appeal to haptics and kinesthesia afforded by various accoutrementsand mechanisms(data glovesand suits,mobile platforms,
etc.). Whereas numerous theater theorists, including Russian
composerAlexander Scriabin, consideredthat the spectator’s
kinesthetic enjoyment of stagedaction constitutesan essential
element in performanceaesthetics,we are now in a position to
impart kinesthetic and tactile experienceto a subject directly
and physically, rather than just as an ocular-derived percept.
Yet investigation in this unchartedterritory remains extremely
limited, and the visionaries who seemto have prophesiedsuch PERFORMERS AS CATALYSTS FOR THE COLLECtools and designed works in anticipation of them have appar- TIVE CONSCIOUSNESS
ently been relegatedto oblivion,
Performing arts are unique in that they offer up for contemplation an in vivo model of existence.At an era where intiSuch visionaries include Oskar Schlemmer,whoseMetal mate interfaces and technologies are operating ever closer to
Danceand GlassDanceconstitutestagingsof “‘portraits’*of these the bone, if not the cortex, an era of data flesh, chip minds, and
two materials. Schlemmerbuilds up living visions of metal and ah the other processesof usurpation of the archaic bio-logos
glass, by having a dancer incarnate and expresstheir physical which only yesterdaystill functioned as a viable raison d’&tre,
and metaphysical qualities in the courseof brief, hallucinatory this contemplativedistancewould seemto he all the more valuchoreographicsequences,set within a visual and acousticenvi- able and necessary.
ronment carefully wrought to consolidate these “material visions”. For the time being, we can merely dream of how this
In our secularsociety, there is a tendencyto consider perkind of approach might be adapted in technology-mediated forming arts as being fortunately and definitively laicized, and
immersiveenvironments,perhapsproviding us with semi-physi- to peremptorily dismisstheir original ritual dimension.Archaic
cal, semi-symbolic encountersof the elements,at the full-scale, religious immersion is scoffed at. But this attitude tends to be
macro or micro level. Schlemmer’sStick and Hoop Dancesare simplistic and demeaning,in that it overlooks a basic function
created along singular lines, to try and bring out kinetic speci- assumedby directly human-mediatedart as a means for pro213

jetting alternative modes of existence.Theater is a spawning
ground for models and ideals, and a vital catalyst for the collective imagination. Ardently realistico-materialistic paranoiacs
invariably underestimatethis deep,irrational basisof live spectacle. Throughout our societies, theaterhas continuously been
more or lessritually employed to stagetransgressionof the human condition and of our physiological limits. Refusal to recognize this function does not just underminehistory of the performing arts, and limit their potential expressionvia new technologies. It moreover jeopardizes collective ability to project
ourselvesbeyond our mortal present.

goesfor performing arts implementing hitherto unknown, massively empoweringtechnology: to fully exploit thesenew tools
in a truly creative manner, we must have the audacity to get
beyond anachronisticconventionsand dare to venture into unchartedterritory.This, despiteoverbearingsocio-economicpressure: it is obviously far easier and financially safer to design
virtual architectures for Hollywood movie spin-offs than to
embark on the formidable quest for future art forms.

We need to learn to identify and exploit the sensitive loci
of new media which are most apt to convey new forms and
registersof aestheticexperience.The fiinge of interferencebeThe actor who stands before us is condemnedlike us to tweenactingandenacting,a fringe which haspersistentlyhoused
mortality, weighed down like us with his Newtonian mass,but potentdramaticforces,is assuredlyone such locus. Kinesthetics
is momentarily blessedwith superhumanprowessby virtue of and learning to grasp and evolve within qualitatively different
his stage setting. The quality of othernesshis stage existence spacesform anotherarea that calls for enlightened exploration.
bequeathshim allows the actor to vanquish his fellow men, but The proteanregistersof existenceenabled by immersive techabove all to conquer death and defy the elements.He arises nologies have boundlessimplications for new performing arts.
from his asheslike the phoenix, soarsthrough the heavens,dis- The onus is on us to recognizeand use them.
appears,multiplies, etc. In short, the stagelets him accomplish
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with impunity feats denied to common mortals. The act of flying, for example,hasbeen a spectacularmainstayfor thousands
of years,as evidencedby the first deusex machinaon the Greek
stage,by flying angelswho adornedmedieval and Renaissance
glories, and by airborne romantic ballerinas. Such “impossible
bodies”have always sparked off collective jubilation, and no
doubt always will. The model incarnatedby the live actor, who
acts as proof of its viability, nourishesour ability to transcend
current physical limits. The impossible, hybridized, metamorphic bodies borne by new technologies,partially culled from
reality and partially conjured up by sheercalculation, are gearing us for as yet untapped,barely conceivable modes of existence. In this manner, impossible stagedbodies build up a kind
of survival mechanism,firmly entrenchedin the collective consciousness.
The stakesof new performing artsare thusintricately bound
up with those of a nascentcivilization: performing arts devise
and convey living images of tomorrow’s lives. Building up art
forms groundedin new representationaltechnologiesdemands
substantialresources,both technical and creative.But sinceVR
specialistsconcur that there are only two limits to building VR
representations, namely CPU cycles and designers’mental
cycles, we can only hope that it is not the latter that will ultimateIy prove to be the stumbling block. It is today’s visions
which fuel our dreamsfor the future. A whole new dramatic art
has to be forged, with sufficient conviction to allow us to abandon depleted, inappropriate forms. We have all seen stereoscopic programsin state-of-the-artIMAX cinemaswhere filmmakershave brashly applied the usual formulae of “2D” screenplay: dissolvesand other standardediting techniquessuddenly
seem silly and meager when employed in vivaciously 3D image fields. for which they were never intended and are totally
unadapted.New editing languageshave to be invented, based
on previously unfathomablevisual scalesand depths.The same
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